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Guide mobile legends winners bang bang jungle

Want to master the jungle in Mobile Legends? Being a jungler in Mobile Legends can help give your team the opportunity to win the game for you. Usually, a jungle role is a nice mix between playing a supporting role and a shooter role. You are able to do a lot of damage yourself so you can potentially pull off crazy killing sprees, but your goal is still to help your team get kills so
they can win their streaks. Playing jungler on Mobile Legends can be the hardest task to get used to, but once you've read this guide you'll know everything you need to know to give your team more victories. Launch as Jungler Before you start playing, make sure you select a retribution charm from the hero select screen. This spell will help you kill the crowds in the jungle. Without
that, you will find it much harder to level in the jungle and you will fall behind the rest of your team. After that, you really need to choose your hero. Choosing the right hero here is important. You can either go for a mobile hero or tanks, a non-mobile hero. Here are some different suggestions. Going to mobile heroes means that you will do more damage and easier to gank, but you
will die easier in fights. Non-mobile heroes will offer more opportunities to start fights in team duels, but ganking will be harder because you are not mobile enough to carry out surprising attacks on the stripes. The plus side of non-mobile heroes is that they have more health. Fanny – Mobile Hero, Low Health Fanny is another highly mobile hero who can be very rewarding to play
once you have learned her abilities. Her first skill, Tornado Strike, sends her spinning toward enemies. She can use her second ability to throw a claw and rope at enemies. Natalia - Mobile Hero, Low Health Natalia is a very mobile killer jungler who can dash forward and attack enemies with her first ability. She can also use a smoke grenade's ability to slow down enemies, and her
ultimate allows her to go invisible. She is very strong on ganking, but it takes some practice to kill crowds in the jungle because of her low health. Sun - Tanks Hero Sun is a tanks jungler, which has a surprisingly high level of mobility. The sun can use its first ability to smash the earth in front of it to slow down enemies. His second move does a huge amount of damage to nearby
heroes. Sun can also deploy clones of themselves that will harm and ingo other players. The jungler you choose depends on the kind of playstyle you would like. If you are not sure, we recommend using Sun to get started. For details on all the different heroes available in Mobile Legends, please refer to the Bluestacks Guide to Buying Heroes in Mobile Legends. How to win as
Jungler In Mobile Legends Once you've chosen jungler, it's time to start with our winning strategy. To get started with, you need to start farming in the jungle by killing jungle crowds. The way you get in the jungle is not incredibly important, but you should always kill a fan. as soon as they are dissembard. This means starting with either a red or blue enthusiast at the bottom of the
map, then moving on top to kill the other remaining enthusiast. After you have killed both enthusiasts, you can move on to killing other jungle crawls. Focus on the smaller ones because they are easier to kill and will give you some gold and experience. Once you've killed two of these jungle camps, you can remember back to base to regain your health. The next step is a lane.
Ganking involves crossing into another lane and helping your teammate disgrace the enemy hero on that lane. There are several important things to consider when ganking. We explained these things below: Wait until the enemy is as close to your tower lane as possible. The closer they are, the further they will have to walk to get to safety. This gives you a better chance of killing
the enemy. If the enemy is too close to their tower, hide in the bush next to the lane and wait for them to push up. It also gives his teammate a chance to prepare for the gank. Once you have helped a teammate kill the enemy, help them destroy the tower. After you have ganked the bar, you can basically repeat the three steps we mentioned above, here is a recap of these three
steps. You should focus on these during the game. Step 1: Kill your fan crowds, then kill the other two jungle crawling Step 2: Remind yourself so you can get back your health Step 3: Gank streak to help them win their streak More points to keep in mind, if you focus on the above steps, you will often have a chance to help your team win the game. If you are struggling at any
moment, you should read the information below. Don't focus on the losing streak. Chances are, if you try to set off that streak, you can both die and give even more kills to the enemy in that lane. Instead, focus on the ganking lane that is winning. In this way the winning streak can push to destroy the tower and then offer more help to lose streaks later. If you're trying to pull off
successful ganks, spend more time farming crowds in the jungle. If you manage to get a lot of kills as a jungler, you can go to the enemy jungle and kill the enemy jungle crowds to get even more gold and experience. If you see a jungler, you can try to kill them too, just be careful not to catch out the rest of the enemy team while you are alone. Thank you for reading our guide on
how to handle the jungle in Mobile Legends. Let us know if this information has proved useful. Check out Mobile Legends: Bang Bang on bluestacks now! FOLLOW US Page 2 FOLLOW US Comments Share The Jungle refers to any area of the map that is not a lane or part of both team bases, including the river that divides it. Junglers rely on killing neutral crowds in the jungle to
keep up with their laning teammates when it comes to gold and experience. In standard 5-on-5 Mobile Legends, 4 In the team will be laners, and 1 player will be designated Jungler. Jungler. Hopping goosebumps are exclusively presented in the Imperial Sanctuary Map. Jungle creeps are very strong in the early game, so jungler needs to be cleaned efficiently. The team shares a
jungle from the top and bottom areas. Some heroes are more suitable for Jungling than others, especially Assassin and Fighter, due to their ability to deal with a large amount of damage early game clear jungle camps and / or gank stripes quickly in the early game. The purpose of the jungle is to get enthusiasts like Purple Buff, Orange Buff, Gold Buff, etc. Monsters are scattered
throughout the jungle area to kill you in exchange for gold, exp and various bonuses without interfering with your team's lane minions. At the beginning of the match, monsters and cyclone eye are spawned at different times. Jungler with combat magic retribution and Jungling gear is significantly faster on Jungling than other heroes. There are several types of enthusiasts given the
killing of specific jungle creeps. These include Purple Buff, Orange Buff, Gold Buff, Walkie Grass. Killing a turtle or lord will give a certain amount of gold and exp to the side that will kill him. The turtle also gives the shield to the hero who killed her, which increases their physical attack and Magic Power. Magic Power increases more than physical attack. When the Lord is killed, he
will be called from the party that killed him. Lord will charge down the lane with as few towers or towers as possible and attack anything in the road, while raising minion waves on all three lanes. After the 12 minute mark, the Lord will turn into a luminous Lord who acquires the ability to use the charging skill of the first tower he meets, dealing with real damage and shutting down the
tower for a few seconds. This article has little information about how now. If you're experienced in editing, you can help by adding all the information that doesn't currently exist on the subject, but are related to it. If you're new, first read the basic rules before you edit. If you liked the article, please support us. This article has an earlier version. Some of its contents from the old
version will be copied to this current article. Open this Article, Jungle (Old). Minimap Before we start in the jungle, we should first learn the minimap. The colors of the dots represent the monsters provided by various enthusiasts. Monsters labeled Purple Dots will give you purple and orange enthusiasts. Monsters on the yellow dots will give you a golden fan. Monsters on green dots
will give you healing Buff. Turquoise dots give you a grass walkie. Blue diamonds are cyclone eyes. Purple Paw and Purple Cross are Turtle and Lord and Monster Respawns respectively and enthusiasts There are different types of monsters in Mobile Legends. Each of these monsters gives a different amount of gold, experience and unique in-game enthusiasts. It is important that
you know the basics and progress These jungle monsters if you want to be a successful Jungler. Creeps t goosebumps There are many small monsters or creeps, scattered throughout the jungle. You are really easy to kill and don't give any enthusiasts and are naturally good for gold and experience only. These monsters screed at different times and you can clear these camps
often, get more gold and experience. This flow will not attack you and will give you a Walkie Grass that gives you extra speed of movement when moving in the river. This flow has moved attacks and arouses through increasing your own defensive points when hp has low. This flow turns into a bit of a Crammer when killed and can survive for up to a quarter of a minute. This flow
has no special abilities except Healing Buff. This flow provided by the Gold Buff. Before crab friction, baby crab fry will first, giving a smaller amount of gold. Elite creeps these monsters screed after 30 seconds of play and 2 minutes after they are killed. These monsters award the killer with exceptional in-game enthusiasts that are divided into orange and purple ones and have their
own specialties. Are duo creeps that give you a special fan called Blue Buff (aka Purple Buff), which grants cooldown reductions and reduces Mana/energy costs. It also grants you HP for every goal you kill, a treat different from the type of target. This flow gives a special fan called Red Buff (aka Orange Buff), who deals with extra real damage and slows down enemies when they
attack them. Legend creeps Legends creeps are quite, harder to kill. However, they provide the entire team with gold and EXP increases, along with other useful effects. Allies receive the Golden Bonus and the killer gets turtle buff, which awards a shield that gives the bonus physical attack and magic power. The strongest flow, which begins with more attacks on enemies when
provoked. When killed, it greatly increases minions and connects with the killers push. At the 12 minute mark, it turns into a luminous Lord who can charge for the first tower he meets, dealing with real damage on and off. Rock Golem: This flow was featured in a deep area of the jungle, but was much harder to jungle and therefore eliminated. This flow has been replaced by
Spiderling and Spider (known as snake) Terrain Features You become invisible when you hide inside the bush. Cyclone Eye provides you with a blink effect that will slide forward in the direction of movement. Buffs Healing Buff restores 5% mana and 350 HP in 2 seconds. Scaled Lizard Crammer Rockursa Little Snake. The N/A Walkie Grass helps allied targets within the 6-unit
range restore Max HP and Max Mana, up to 1% per second on Heroes and 3% per second minions. Walkie Grass will follow the killer. Lithowanderer Gold Buff Killer will acquire the Gold Buff, which will last 30 seconds and provide 100 extra Gold. On the Little Crab, the killer gets 30 extra gold in nine seconds. Crab TBA... Red Fan Aka Buff. Every time a murderer attacks enemy
Heroes, the soul of Lava will attack them once, dealing with further damage and slowing them down for 1 second based on the killer's role. The attack has a CD for 3 seconds. Assassin Fighter Tank Deals with 50 (+20% Total Physical Attack) (+30 Attack Speed) True Damage and Slows Down Target by 60%. Marksman Mage Support It deals 50 (+30% Total Physical Attack) (+50
Attack Speed) True Damage and slows the target by 20%. Fiend Blue Buff Aka Purple Enthusiast. Reduces all CD skills by 10%, Mana Costs by 40%, energy costs by 25%. When killing enemy units, restores HP based on the type of this unit: Minion 3% Hero 8% Creep 12% Snake Turtle Buff Killer gets a shield that can absorb 400 (+40 each Hero Level) Skoda when the killer
doesn't take any damage in 5 seconds. Shield can increase the killer's physical attack by 20 (+2 each hero level), Magic Power by 25 (+4 each hero level). Cryoturtle Gallery Statuettes Shocker &amp; Chaser Statuettes, an alternative to serpentscore guards, An alternative to The FiendCrimson Lizard, an alternative to the Scaled LizardCrammer, still exists in other maps except
imperial sanctuary mapgargoyle, alternative to RockursaRiver Crab, alternative to CrabTurtle, alternative to CryoturtleLord, alternative to Sanctuary Lord Death Icons They appear only when the hero gets executed or gets helped by the enemy to kill through the jungle monster. To see their portrait just click on the death replay and their portrait will appear there. Imperial Sanctuary
Creeps Alternative Creeps Were an alternative in the Heavenly Palace or Western Expanse map. Old creeps on the current map were no longer available. Jungling Tips Jungling is a link when you leave the lane, stay in the jungle to level up and help your teammates by doing occasional surprise attacks during group fights. The basic idea is that your team will rely on you for the
ganking game. You should always be moving, clearing jungle camps around the camp and looking for opportunities to gank. Constantly check the minimap and try to camp in the lane closest to the current goal to ensure easier. As a ganker and jungler, it is imminent to never reveal its location. Going near the opposition lane or using your skills on minions will reveal your location to
the enemy. So it is always recommended that you always stay in the shadows and work your business just from there. Try to anticipate the movements of the enemy and plan your attack strategy accordingly. However, keep an eye on the enemy jungler and keep your team updated on his/her activities. Even if there are enemies of heroes near the tower, the only thing preventing
them from attacking your tower is the idea that there could be a hidden ganker that could jump on them at any time. So, being inconspicuous and letting the enemy walk into a trap is very necessary and convenient. Another task as a jungler, for you, is to kill monsters and get enthusiasts for both team and yourself. Killing the Lord or Turtle can provide epic enthusiasts for the whole
team. Target for the last hits on monsters with retribution. It is important that you have a thorough knowledge of the complete map, so you don't have to spend wasted time exploring and searching for monster spawning places. Use in-game pings to communicate with allies quickly gank, group for a goal, or retreat if you can't help them at the moment. The last thing you should keep
in mind is that as a jungler, you will level up and farm much faster in the jungle. So they try to give lane minions to their teammates because it's their only source of earning gold and equalization. Recent changes to Jungle Cryoturtle Due to the previous patch, we managed to make it harder for both sides to get a fan. However, even though we strengthened turtle defenses, it was
often killed in just 3 minutes. Therefore, to make it more challenging when taking on the Turtle from the beginning, we adjusted his defense again in this patch. BUFF ▴ Defense Turtle now scales with time. Physical and Magic Defense: 80 → 15+10 (time weights) FIX Fixed a problem that caused minions on both side lanes to switch sides occasionally after turtle was killed. * Exp
Lane and Gold Lane do not change after the game starts. The corrected question that caused the abnormal prolongation of minions' speed of movement after the battle lasted 9 minutes. Now it can scale normally with time. Speed of movement Minions growth per minute: 15 → 30 (with maximum overall increase unchanged) Optimised display of warning indicator around crawls.
When he crawls to get close to her, his color changes. We found that due to the duration and friction intervals of enthusiasts, Junglers always found themselves idle while jungling. Moreover, if the party at a disadvantage loses enthusiasts, their situation will deteriorate for a long time. Therefore, we try to make proper adjustments to the duration and friction intervals of enthusiasts.
We will pay close attention to the effects of these modifications and consider any updates accordingly. Fiend NERF ▾ Spawn Interval: 120s → 90s BUFF ▴ Spawn Time: 30s → 25s NERF ▾ Physical and Magic Defense Growth per Minute: 5 → 2 NERF ▾ Exp Growth: 5 → 2.5 NERF ▾ Base Gold: 43 → 32 NERF ▾ Gold Growth: 1.43 → 1.07 Snake NERF ▾ Spawn Interval: 120s →
90s BUFF ▴ Spawn Time: 30s → 25s NERF ▾ Physical and Magic Defenses Grow in A Minute : 5 → 2 NERF ▾ Exp Growth: 5 → 2.5 NERF ▾ Base Gold: 38 → 28 NERF ▾ Gold Growth: 1.43 → 1.07 Small snake NERF ▾ Spawn Interval: 120s → ▾ 90s BUFF ▴ Spawn Time: 30s → 25s NERF ▾ Base Exp: 86 → 78 NERF ▾ Exp Growth: 2 → 0.8 NERF ▾ Base Gold: 8 → 6 NERF ▾ Gold
Growth : 0.21 → 0.15 BUFF ▴ Duration Soul of Wind buff and Soul of Lava buff: 120s → 75s We've adjusted the friction time turtle, so as to give more benefits to junglers and heroes in Exp Lane and Middle Lane when taking on Turtle. In addition, the maximum number of has increased. We have strengthened the Turtles' defence to limit the neutral resources acquired by the team
with the advantage and their ability to kill the turtle. Cryoturtle BUFF ▴ Spawn Time: 180s → 120s BUFF ▴ Maximum Turtles in each game: 3 → 4 BUFF ▴ Physical and Magic Defense: 37 → 80 Optimized Display sections of HP Bar for easier damage calculations. Each part of hp panels represents 1,000 HP for heroes and creeps and 2,000 for Turtle and Lord. Crammer BUFF ▴
Base gold bonus increased by 20%. Crimson Lizard BUFF ▴ Base gold bonus increased by 20%. Small crab NERF ▾ Fresh every 20s place 15s. ADJUST ■ Becomes Crab in the 180s instead of 90s. Sculptures Shocker NEW + New Skill: Reduces damage received by 15% for every close hero, capped at 60%. Core Guard NEW + New Skill: Reduces damage received by 15% for
every close hero, limited to 60%. Crab EDIT ■ Slightly modified their spawn locations. NERF ▾ hp Regen Speed in the first 5s after the hero leaves the chasing range. Small crab EDIT ■ Slightly modified their spawn locations. NERF ▾ hp Regen Speed in the first 5s after the hero leaves the chasing range. Lithowanderer ADJUST ■ Spawns on one side of Mid Lane instead of both
sides. Nerf ▾ Base HP and HP Growth decreased by 10%. BUFF ▴ physical defense: 37 → 60. Buff ▴ Base gold bonus rose 56%. Walkie Grass NERF ▾ Removed effect: Restores HP and Mana NEW + New effect: Increases the owner's Movement Speed in the river BUFF ▴ Duration: 20 → 45s Core Guard Buff (Soul of Lava) NERF ▾ Reduced the Damage for Mage, Walkie Grass
NERF Removed effect: Restore HP and Mana NEW + New effect: Increases the owner's Movement Speed in the river BUFF ▴ Duration : 20 → 45s Core Guard Buff (Soul of Lava) NERF ▾ Reduced the Damage for Mage, Marksman, and support from 50 (+60% total physical attack) to 50 (+30% total physical attack) (+50 Attack rate) NERF ▾ decreased slow from 30% to 20%.
NERF ▾ Reduced damage to bombers, fighters and tanks from 50 (+40% total physical attack) to 50 (+20% total physical attack) (+30 Attack speed). NERF ▾ Lowered slow from 80% to 60%.. Lithowanderer Buff (Walkie Grass) NERF ▾ Max HP Heal per second for Heroes from 2% to 1%. Background: Unchanged for minions. Small crab EDIT ■ Adjusted friction time after the game
start from 45 seconds to 40 seconds. Crab NERF ▾ Reduced Gold Buff Length from 30 seconds to 18 seconds. Lithowanderer NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 20%. Core Guard NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 20%. NERF ▾ reduced Chase's distance. Sochi Shocker NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 20%. NERF ▾ reduced Chase's distance. Chaser
NERF statuettes ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 20%. NERF ▾ reduced Chase's distance. Gargoyle NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 20%. Crammer NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 10%. Little Crammer NERF ▾ reduced the basic gold reward by 10%. Crimson Lizard NERF ▾ the basic gold bounty by 10%. BUFF ▴ increased the basic gold reward by 100%.
Buff ▴ increased basic HP by 20%. Core Guard NERF ▾ physical attack marksman / Wizard / Support dropped from 80% to 60%. Nerf Nerf Physical Attack Bonus Assassin/Fighter/Tank dropped from 50% to 40%. Core Guard NERF ▾ Now Lesley gets a Gunners fan after killing Core Guard (Higher damage but weaker slowdown debuff). NERF ▾ Soul of Lava: Physical Attack Bonus
Marksman/Mage/Support has dropped from 100% to 80%. NEW + Little Crab At the 45s match, Little Crabs will appear at the spot where Side Lane Crabs find them. By killing him, the killer gets a little golden buff. Small crabs freshens every 15s. In the 1990s, small crabs become crabs whose attributes and rewards are the same as before. NEW + Lithowanderer At the 35s
match, Lithowanderer will appear on the bush in the river around the middle of the lane. After the killing, walkie grass appears, which can not be attacked after the murder. Walkie Grass will regenerate HP and Mana to Allied units nearby. Allied minions will regenerate more. The grass disappears for some time. Lithowanderer refreshes every 120s. Cyclone Eye Added 4 Cyclone
Eyes in the jungle area. When players pass wards, they will glide a certain distance in the current direction of movement after a short delay. Recover in 40s games. Cooldown is 45s. Core Guard NERF ▾ Basic HP decreased. BUFF ▴ Basic ATK and Magic Defense increased. BUFF ▴ Initial renewal time was reduced from 33s to 30s. BUFF ▴ physical and magical defense scale with
game time. Modified buff BUFF ▴ slow down enemies and solve extra true damage while dealing with damage to enemies. ADJUST ■ The effect will cool down for some time. NEW + When Tank / Assassin / Fighter Heroes get this fan. cause a stronger slowing effect to the enemy, but deals with minor extra damage. NEW+ When Mage/Marksman/Support Heroes get this fan, they
will deal with more damage, but cause a weaker slowdown effect. Statuette Shocker NERF ▾ Basic HP and HP growth declined. BUFF ▴ Basic ATK and Physical Defense increased. BUFF ▴ Initial refresh time was reduced from 33s to 30s. ADJUST THE PHYSICAL DEFENSE SCALE WITH GAME TIME. Modified buff BUFF ▴ reduction cooldown, mana/ energy costs of all skills.
ADJUST ■ After killing the device, HP resumes based on the unit type. Statuette Chaser BUFF ▴ recovery time dropped from 33s to 30s. Gargoyle BUFF ▴ increase the underlying growth of HP and HP. Nerf ▾ the underlying growth of ATK and ATK. Crimson Lizard NERF ▾ down basic attributes. BUFF ▴ HP is less than 50%, it will increase defenses. Crammer NERF ▾ down basic
attributes. NEW + After death. Little Crammer will be created over a period of time. Turtle NEW+ killer gets a fan where when the killer does not take or deal any damage in 5s, the killer gets a shield that can absorb the damage and increase the killer's physical and magical attack. (Scales with hero level) NERF ▾ recovery time adjusted from 2 minutes to 3 minutes after the start of
the game. Mr. EDIT啦 Refresh The Lords was postponed by 1 minute. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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